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Yearly Predictions - 2009
Readers please note that the below predictions are given according to Sri Lankan
tradition of Vedic Astrological methods, using your Lagna as the base.
So don’t get confused with your sun sign of Western Astrology. Hindu Astrology
and Western astrology are two different systems, it is like Western Medicine and
Ayurvedic or herbal Medicine and each has own methods of predictions.
If you wish to know the difference between Eastern and Western Astrology , you
are invited to visit the following page of my web site.
http://jyotisha.00it.com/Difference.htm) Unlike in western astrology
where all the people born in whole world within a month, is classified as belongs
to the same sign, in Hindu Astrology we say that, people belong to all the signs
can be born at a given spot with in 24 hours which is roughly 2 hours per sign and
the below given predictions are given according to your Lagna.
If you do not know what is your Lagna , then why not calculate it by yourself ?
You can do it simply by visiting the following web page
http://jyotisha.00it.com/bhava.htm enter your birth date and also the time
of birth, the page will do all the calculations and will tell you what is your Lagna
it will also give you a free reading which will allow you to test whether the
calculated Lagna is correct or not .
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Aries – Mesha

Income and Properties
You will gain through profession by hard work and may receive recognition or
award of the same type or may become leader of the mass at work place this
transit brings in your way prosperity and success in undertakings through new
employment opportunities. Therefore changes in career is also on the agenda
during this period. Though financially rewarding, you will find that the new
income opportunities unfolded are physically demanding and tiresome with less
opportunity to relax and enjoy the life.

Domestic Environment:
Increased

work load and less time to spend with the family can case problems in
the family front if you are not able to balance the two areas resulting irritations,
family disputes and unhappy atmosphere, ill health to spouse and family members
are also the things to be expected leading to increased expenditure. People
jealous of you can cause problems, a pleasure seeking attitude with chances to be
involved in romantic situation may cause un based accusations and unhappiness
in the family. Troubles through enemies can bring difficulties, a bad period for
spouse or a family member or a person close and helpful to you. Should be very
patient in handling day to day affairs and matters.

Health
Difficulty in sleep or some problem in lower abdomen are is likely. A bad period
for the children in the family, a difficult period in relation to health or else
stubbornness of their behaviors. Will be inclined to do physical exercises,
rehabilitation or fitness and hygiene related activities. Therefore doing remedies
for the malefic effects of planets in your horoscope are advised in order to gain
the best results during this period.
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Taurus – Vrushabha

Income and Properties
You will engage in activities related to learning new trades of subjects. Success in
examinations or promotion or increased recognition in occupation. Increased
corporation from the family. Help from people who live in far away places or
foreign associates. Profits from the business or transactions with distant areas or
foreign associates. Increased income from and lands or houses etc can be
expected
Things to be careful during this period are, problems in regard to properties or
belongings, resulting financial stress, division of properties or real estates and
writing of deeds are likely at this period, problems in relation to unfavorable
climatic or other natural conditions or other upheavals can erode the profits or
income from business or properties. Change of profession or the status of the
career, earning displeasure, from high ups and officers mean actions, can cause
disrepute, misery and unhappiness. Therefore doing remedies for the malefic
effects of planets in your horoscope are advised in order to gain the best results
during this period.

Domestic Environment:
Otherwise if remedies are not done, this is difficult period with the appearance of
others who will claim the ownership of positions, properties or belongings which
were under your control. Resulting hardships and loss of the peace of mind. A
difficult period for a family member, separation from family or loved ones.
Disagreement with relations. Difficult tiresome and hard journeys or travels.

Health
This is not a good period for the health of the elderly relatives in the family or
parents. You also should be careful of chest pains or back pains at this period.
Will feel an unexplained weakness in the body or a laziness. A difficult period in
regard to the health of parents or other family members.
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Gemini – Mithuna

Income and Properties
Saturn transiting the 3rd House brings in your way a good period after suffering a
long period of difficulties and hardships at last you can relax and enjoy the
Success and the results of the hard work you had been doing for a long time.
Previous work, as well as newly starting works will bring good and desired
results, your cherished desires will be fulfilled bring you prosperity fame and
good income or profits. Income from properties or earth such as real estate,
building activities, or lands. Purchase of new properties or engaging in new
careers business. Help from superiors or people in responsible or influential
positions. This is a period which will bring you some sudden fortunes, such as
unexpected winnings from sport related activities or lotto ect

Domestic Environment:
A happy time with the loved ones, success, pleasant functions, a time of peace,
happiness and tranquility in the life. Happy occasions in the life and invitations to
auspicious functions of friends and relatives. Purchase of new expensive items,
good food, increase of the na me and fame , happy long tours, to places of interest.
New additions to the family such as marriages/romantic love affairs, pleasant
functions, recognition of service, agreeable events, outstanding reports, gain of
wealth, new properties, pleasure, prosperity, success in undertakings. Defeat of
enemies, happiness, power, position and enjoyment. But for some Gemini people,
certain transits can produce some undesired results such as, troubles from people
jealous of you, fatigue by wearisome journeys to distant places ect, you need to be
patient and tactful in handling relationship matters both within and the outside of
the family at this period, in such case domestic bliss, all round cooperation and
happiness can be the reward from your loved ones and associa tes.

Health
Possibility of getting hemorrhoids or problems associated with back or spinal
area, therefore should be very careful of what you eat and drink, Should take
proper rest and sleep
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Cancer – Kataka

Income and Properties
You need to do remedies for Saturn, as Saturn’s movement in the second house is
a bit difficult period called “Aerashtaka” and it can be problematic , provided that
you do remedies, then you will learn new things or works. Improvement of the
position and income. Increase of knowledge, promotions or success from exams
or interviews. Will get opportunities to meet influential people. A good time to
get engaged in business partnerships, franchises or expansion.
But if you do not do the remedies then , during this period you will be worried
about difficulties at your business, career or education thinking of the possibilities
of sudden reversal of fortunes. This felling of suspense and tense can effect your
work and make it trouble some and can hinder the progress of career or business.
High expenses and problems or worries in relation to debts or paying debts are
also likely. May have to live , associate or work in dimly lit or cold places with
less comfort, problems from pests. You should cultivate self confidence,
systematic working and courage during this period to overcome these tendencies.

Domestic Environment:
You need to be patient and tactful in handling relationship matters both within
and the outside of the family at this period, in such case domestic bliss, all round
cooperation and happiness can be the reward from your loved ones and associates,
victory over opponents and pleasant functions such as marriage or romantic
situations parties are also the likely outcomes.
Otherwise certain transits can produce some undesired results such as, troubles in
relation to love or romantic affairs. Possible separation from the partner or
troubles in the family. A difficult period for the family members, people jealous
of you can also cause problems. Troubles through enemies can bring difficulties,
a bad period for spouse or a family member or a person close and helpful to you.
If such situations are beginning to occur, then checking of your horoscope and
doing remedies are advised in order to gain the best results during this period.

Health
Health complications affecting the face area such as problems in teeth, or rashes
or pimples, headaches are likely also the problems in limbs such as accidents to
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hands or feet specially the left side of the body is likely. Problems in relation to
sexual organs or urinary tract, kidneys are areas of concern, problems of teeth or
blood are also of concern.

Leo – Simha

Income and Properties
Rahu transiting the 6th House indicates gain in service and through employees or
subordinates. Defeat of enemies and gain there from, success in enterprises,
profits from work or currently engaged activities. Increase of income position and
bank balances will improve. A good time to start new ventures or apply for loans.
Should be of firm views and practical in order to gain the benefits from this
transit.
If you are feeling undesirable things such as below said, the reason for that is the
Saturn’s transit over the first house, which is a bad period called “Lagna
Aerashtaka”, currently you are passing such period, for some Leo born people this
is a difficult time to gain the due recognition for their efforts in the career or
education, hard difficult work schedule but no appreciation or recognition for
your contribution, tiresome journeys, obstructions and delay in getting desired
results, suspense and uncertainties about future, high expenses and reduced
income, or else gain of wealth but loss there of as soon as gained. Engagement in
hard difficult tasks at work or education
If such situations are beginning to occur, then checking of your horoscope and
doing remedies are advised in order to gain the best results during this period.

Domestic Environment:
But if you do remedies to negate the bad influence of Saturn then this can be a
happy time with the family or loved ones such as romantic affairs, success,
pleasant functions, a time of peace, happiness and tranquility in the life. Happy
occasions in the family and invitations to auspicious functions of friends and
relatives. Purchase of new expensive items, good food, increase of the name and
fame in family and friends circle, happy long tours, to places of interest such as
visit to birth place or relatives, will meet close relatives or friends whom you
have not seen for a long time. Defeat of enemies, happiness, power, position and
enjoyment and involvement of romantic relationships. There will be cravings in
your mind for things claimed by others, like wanting to own others properties or
gain the love of people claimed by others.
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Health
Care of health should be taken, should not over strain. Health complications
affecting the face area such as problems in teeth, or rashes or pimples, problems
in relation to urinary tract or digestive track, headaches and eye problems are
likely also the problems in limbs such as accidents to hands or feet specially the
left side of the body is likely. Doing remedies at this period is highly advised.

Virgo – Kanya

Income and Properties
You need to do some remedies at least for Saturn, provided that remedies are
done, Ketu transiting the 11th house, indicates new friendships and relationships
and gain through them. Financial gain and profits. May expand the business for
definite profit. Friends and relations will be helpful and sincere. Ketu transiting
the 11th House, will bring Gain of money and property, fame, position,
promotion, honour, this is a very good period coming after a period of difficulties
and hardships and at last you can relax and enjoy the Success and the results of
the hard work you had been doing for a long time. Previous work, as well as
newly starting works will bring good and desired results, your cherished desires
will be fulfilled bring you prosperity fame and good income or profits. Therefore
doing remedies are advised in order to gain the best results during this period.
Saturn is transiting the 12 th house of your horoscope and this is a beginning of a
period called “Lagna Aerashtaka”, therefore you need to do remedies to correct
the influence of Saturn. If you are feeling undesirable things such as below said,
the reason for that is the Saturn’s transit over the 12th house, As I said before,
this is a bad period called “Lagna Aerashtaka”, currently you are passing such
period, and for some Virgo born people this is a difficult time.

Domestic Environment:
A troublesome period for the family members, silly quarrels, misunderstanding
and arguments can disturb the peace and tranquility of the family, people jealous
of you can cause problems, thus may get un based accusations and create
unhappiness in the family. Association with new people are shown, people jealous
of you can cause problems, may get un based accusations and unhappiness in the
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family. Troubles through enemies can bring difficulties, a bad period for spouse
or a family memb er or a person close and helpful to you. Should be very patient
in handling day to day affairs and matters should be settled amicably and
litigations or seeking legal help should be avoided as it could lead to unfavorable
for you decisions and high expenses.
If such situations are beginning to occur, then checking of your horoscope and
doing remedies are advised in order to gain the best results during this period.

Health
Health complications affecting the face area such as problems in teeth, or rashes
or pimples, headaches and the problems in limbs such as accidents to hands or
feet specially the left side of the body is likely. Should be careful of accidents
while traveling. Doing remedies for Saturn at this period is highly advised.

Libra – Tula

Income and Properties
Provided that you do remedies for the current malefic effect of planets in your
horoscope, then the Saturn transiting the 11th House, will bring Gain of money
and property, fame, position, promotion, honour, this will be a very good period
coming after a period of difficulties and hardships and at last you can relax and
enjoy the Success and the results of the hard work you had been doing for a long
time. Previous work, as well as newly starting works will bring good and desired
results, your cherished desires will be fulfilled bring you prosperity fame and
good income or profits. Income from properties or earth such as real estate,
building activities, or lands. Purchase of new properties or engaging in new
careers business. Help from superiors or people in responsible or influential
positions.

Domestic Environment:
A happy time with the family, success, pleasant functions, a time of peace,
happiness and tranquility in the family. Happy occasions in the family and
invitations to auspicious functions of friends and relatives. Purchase of new
expensive items, good food, increase of the name and fame in family and friends
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circle, happy long tours, to places of interest such as visit to birth place or
relatives, will meet close relatives or friends whom you have not seen for a long
time allowing you to renew the friendships or contacts.
If the situations such as the below mentioned are beginning to occur, then
checking of your horoscope and doing remedies are advised in order to gain the
best results during this period.
A difficult period in regard to the domestic matters and day to day tasks as
friends, relatives or family members may find faults with you. A period of
suspense. Can get in to an association with bad friends or bad habits and get in to
troubles. You may feel like changing residence or leaving the usual place of
residence for a period of change. A difficult period with the appearance of others
who will claim the ownership of positions, properties or belongings which were
under your control. Resulting hardships and loss of the peace of mind.
If such situations are beginning to occur, then checking of your horoscope and
doing remedies are advised in order to gain the best results during this period.

Health
A good period in relation to your health, but should be careful of accidents while
traveling. This is not a good period for the health of the elderly relatives in the
family or parents. You also should be careful of chest pains or back pains at this
period. Therefore doing remedies are advised in order to gain the best results
during this period.

Scorpio – Vruschika

Income and Properties
Rahu transiting the 3rd house, during such transit, it is possible to get gains
through publishing ex. Written documents, such as applications, appeals,
submissions motions, reports, letters, publications, advertisements ect. New work
or a career line or an education is possible to be commenced, help from influential
supporters or friends. Change of place or long distance travels for benefits or
gains. New income opportunities or new positions or gains of prosperity.
Previously neglected work projects, business ideas, educations or property
developments may start with renewed vigor. A good time to start new things.
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Profits from business ventures, and chances to buy valuable things or property at
low prices.

Domestic Environment:
A fortunate period. Help from priests or teachers or elderly peoples or relatives.
A happy time with the family, success, pleasant functions, a time of peace,
happiness and tranquility in the family. Happy occasions in the family and
invitations to auspicious functions of friends and relatives. Purchase of new
expensive items, good food, increase of the name and fame in family and friends
circle. New additions to the family such as marriages or birth of children, pleasant
functions, recognition of service, agreeable events, outstanding reports, gain of
wealth, new properties or land, pleasure, prosperity, success in undertakings.
But if the situations such as the below mentioned are beginning to occur, then
checking of your horoscope and doing remedies are advised in order to gain the
best results during this period.
Getting an un based accusation which could give you a bad name or having a
problem with some relatives friends or neighbors. You will find it difficult to
maintain a regular household routine due to various obstacles, which will make
you worried and desirous of peace and harmony thus you will be more
spiritualistic and will begin to visit religious places more often than you used to
be.

Health
Some what a bad period for health. You need to be careful and look after the
health as the previous ailments or sicknesses such as asthma, heart burn or head
pains may appear again if the health is neglected. Worries from brothers and
sisters, neighbors or cousins. Needs to be careful of sudden accidents

Sagittarius – Dhanu

Income and Properties
This is a period of high expenses, income position will be all right but due to high
expenses the savings will start to deplete, therefore you will start to look for the
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help from friends and relatives. The financial stress can cause you difficulties in
proper maintenance of lifestyle. Changes to the day to day life such as change of
career direction or residential arrangements are a possibility.

Domestic Environment:
If you do remedies for the current malefic effects of planets in your horoscope
then this period will turn out to be a comfortable time when compared to last year.
Will have parties of functions at home and entertain guests. Good food and
entertainments. May meet friends and relatives whom you haven't met for a long
time. Trips to places of worship. Pleasure trips, new additions to family, new
positions or new relationships are also a possibility dur ing this period. Will
acquire money, domestic happiness, and gain of wealth and commodities. Defeat
of enemies, occasions like marriage, birth of a child, new position and status can
be expected.
Otherwise if remedies are not done then this transit can produce some undesired
results such as, travels and separation from family, strained relations due to
enrolment in romantic relationships or unconventional ways of gaining pleasures.
Difficulties in partnership situations or marriage. Troubles in relation to love or
romantic affairs.
If the situations such as the above mentioned are beginning to occur, then
checking of your horoscope and doing remedies are advised in order to gain the
best results during this period.

Health
This is not a good period for the health of the elderly relatives in the family or
parents. You also should be careful of chest pains or back pains at this period.

Capricorn – Makara

Income and Properties
Movement of Saturn in the 8th house is a bad period called “Ashtama
Aerashtaka” and currently you are passing a such period.
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A period of very high and unexpected expenses. Troubles in the work place. Your
good name or the reputation is at risk. You may become angry unusually quick.
People who were close to you may become your opponents. You may become a
victim of false accusations. Frequent tiresome journeys or travels which brings
fatigue and little results. Vehicle break downs, accidents or troubles with law
enforcement during the travels.
If the situations such as the above mentioned are beginning to occur, then the
reason for that is, the current movement of Saturn in the 8th house. This transit is
a bad period called “Ashtama Aerashtaka” and at present you are passing a such
period.

Domestic Environment:
You have to be very careful of unexpected incidents such as accidents and sudden
ailments. Generally this is a bad period which brings difficulties and mental
torment through various different ways. Such as very serious illness or the death
of a close relation, if parents are living then you must be very careful of their
health and well being. Troubles with relatives or family members, actions
criticized, separation from family. Ill health or difficulties to partner, losses,
wicked actions grief. Troubles through relations, litigation, bad association,
unwanted displeasure’s of officers and Government and confined to one place.
Troubles from thieves or people who want to claim or possess the things which
belongs to you.
Therefore checking of your horoscope and doing remedies are advised in order to
gain the best results during this period.

Health
Weakness in the body and frequent pains or aches. Painful wound or a ache in the
left side of the body specially in the left leg or arm. As soon as you wear clean
clothes those become dirty in no time and it appears to others that you are always
wearing soiled or stained clothes or having compelled to work in an environment
that your clothes become dirty.
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Aquarius – Kumbha

Income and Properties
Ketu transiting the 6th house: This transit indicates gain in customer service and
through employees or subordinates. Defeat of enemies and gain there from,
success in enterprises, profits from work or currently engaged activities. Increase
of income position and bank balances will imp rove. A good time to start new
ventures or apply for loans. Should be of firm views and practical in order to gain
the benefits from this transit otherwise, Ketu denotes change of working
conditions, illness and loss through service and one may hear displeasure of
superiors and Govt. opponents will becomes active and you may experience loss
and humiliations through them.

Domestic Environment:
A happy time with the family, success, pleasant functions, a time of peace,
happiness and tranquility in the family. Happy occasions in the family and
invitations to auspicious functions of friends and relatives. Purchase of new
expensive items, good food, increase of the name and fame in family and friends
circle, happy long tours, to places of interest such as visit to birth place or
relatives, will meet close relatives or friends whom you have not seen for a long
time allowing you to renew the friendships or contacts.
If the situations such as the below mentioned are beginning to occur, then
checking of your horoscope and doing remedies are advised in order to gain the
best results during this period.
While experiencing the above said good results, people jealous of you can cause
problems, may get un based accusations and unhappiness in the family. Troubles
through enemies can bring difficulties. Should be very patient in handling day to
day affairs and matters should be settled amicably and litigations or seeking legal
help should be avoided as it could lead to unfavorable for you decisions and high
expenses.

Health
Health complications affecting the face area such as problems in teeth, or rashes
or pimples, headaches and eye problems are likely also the problems in limbs
such as accidents to hands or feet specially the left side of the body is likely.
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Problems in relation to sexual organs or urinary tract, kidneys are areas of
concern, problems of teeth or blood are also of concern. Therefore doing
remedies are advised in order to gain the best results during this period.

Pisces - Meena

Income and Properties
Provided that you do remedies for the current malefic effects of planets in your
horoscope, this period will be a remarkably good period in your life as Saturn
transiting the 6th House indicates Defeat of enemies and gain there from, success
in, enterprises, profits from work or currently engaged activities. Increase of
income position and bank balances will improve. A good time to start new
ventures or apply for loans. Rahu transiting the 11th house, Rahu indicates new
friendships and relationships and gain through them. Financial gain and profits.
May expand the business for definite profit. Friends and relations will be helpful
and sincere. Rahu transiting the 11th House, will bring Gain of money and
property, fame, position, promotion, honour, this is a very good period coming
after a period of difficulties and hardships and at last you can relax and enjoy the
Success and the results of the hard work you had been doing for a long time.
But if remedies are not done then, Ketu transiting the 5th house denotes Loss
through speculations such as risky investments or stock market speculations.
Which should be avoided. Also doing remedies are advised in order to gain the
best results during this period.

Domestic Environment:
Provided that remedies are done to remove the effects of planets in your
horoscope, this is a period which may bring happy time with the family, success,
pleasant functions, a time of peace, happiness and tranquility in the family. Happy
occasions in the family and invitations to auspicious functions of friends and
relatives. Purchase of new expensive items, good food, increase of the name and
fame in family and friends circle, happy long tours, to places of interest such as
visit to birth place or relatives, will meet close relatives or friends whom you
have not seen for a long time allowing you to renew the friendships or contacts.
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If

remedies are not done, this can be a bad period in regard to the happiness from
children, if a child is expected in the family then should be very careful of
Abortions, or loss of children or separation from children, worries and losses
through children are indicated. Dissatisfaction in romance and emotions can cause
difficult situations in the family.
If the situations such as the above mentioned are beginning to occur, then
checking of your horoscope and doing remedies are advised in order to gain the
best results during this period.

Health
A good period. But Needs to be careful of sudden illnesses, accidents or injuries.
In relation to health this is a bad period for the mother or a relative from the
mother's side.
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